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Definition of visual spatial processing

Hero Images/Getty Images The visual-spatial learning style is one of eight types of learning styles defined in Howard Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligences. Visual-spatial learning style or visual-spatial intelligence refers to a person's ability to perceive, analyze and understand visual information in the world around them. Essentially, they can imagine
concepts with the eye of their mind. People with this learning style tend to think visually and often prefer to learn the same. They are good at seeing the big picture, but they sometimes overlook the details. The term visual-space student was first coined by psychologist Linda Kreger Silverman Ph.D., a talent expert and author of several books on visual-spatial
learning. She has identified a number of key features of this type of student: They are whole-picture thinkers who understand a concept at once and see the whole before recognizing the details. They have vivid imagination and are often good at coming up with unusual or unexpected ways to solve problems. They learn more easily when presented with
visual information rather than auditoryThey may seem disorganized. They do not learn in step-by-step mode, which is common in the classroom, nor learn well from exercises and repetition. Struggling to show the sequence of a process. For example, when the teacher asks them to show their work, they cannot easily do so because they see the task as a
whole rather than a multi-step product. Despite this, they are able to work on complex tasks and can be classified as system thinkers. They think in pictures rather than words. Silverman's research suggests that about 30 percent of students can be considered visually-spatially powerful, with another percentage significantly inclined towards this style of
learning. People with visual-spatial intelligence learn best when taught using written instructions, modeled or with diagrams and visual environments. Visually and spatially talented students have a good visual memory for detail. They do less well with auditory-sequential teaching methods, would have course, recitation, drill, and repetition. As for what this can
translate into everyday life: Children with this style can do better with whole word recognition rather than phonetic. They may not work well with spelling and handwriting. When learning mathematics, they benefit from the use of manipulation and story problems instead of performing equations. They are likely to do better at geometry. They enjoy puzzles,
mazes, maps, and building blocks. Grade schools have traditionally focused on auditory-sequential learning methods that cannot be served visual-space students well. These children start to work better in larger classes and college, where their gifts to grasping whole concepts and the big picture become more important. These people are often regarded as
late-bloomers for this reason. Students who are strong in visual-space visual-space learning enjoy school activities, such as art, drafting, shop, geometry, computer graphics and computer-assisted design. They often have excellent visual memory for details in print and in the environment. People with visual-space learning styles are good at solving visual
problems and visual estimation. Powerful students in visual-space intelligence can be attracted to careers, such as working in video, television, drafting, architecture, photography, art, airline piloting, air traffic control, construction, advice, fashion design, fashion merchandising, visual advertising and interior design. With regard to STEM careers (science,
technology, engineering and mathematics) specifically, visual-space learners may be attracted to physics, engineering, astronomy or surgery. While visual-space learners tend to learn best from what they can see, traditional educational settings may not be geared towards this type of learning. If you think your child might lean towards this style of learning,
one way to make learning more appealing is to make use of visual aids. Images, graphics, tablet games and videos can be an effective way to make what your child learns more interesting and accessible. (And the same goes for parents who can share this style of learning.) Also, talk to your child's teacher. There may be some easy solutions he or she can
incorporate into the classroom, and making a teacher aware of the need may be all it takes for a change to be implemented. Thanks for your feedback! What are your concerns? LiveAbout uses cookies to give you an excellent user experience. By using LiveAbout, you accept our use of cookies. Being a visual student involves thinking in images rather than
words. Visual students learn best using graphs, tables, charts, maps, colors, and charts. They also tend to learn holistically, instead of sequentially, or in parts. One of the benefits of being a visual student is to easily see the big picture. As a result, these students may sometimes lose the details. On this page, we will talk about the pros and cons of visual
learning, provide study advice for visual learners, and help you discover how Time4Learning can benefit from these types of students. Visual students are good at absorbing information through what they see. Some of the main characteristics of the visual learner include the following: They tend to have a vivid imagination and this can sometimes lead to
daydreaming or mental wandering. Since they think primarily in images, they enjoy very visual stimulation. They tend understand the underlying meaning of body language and facial expressions. On the other hand, they may need to see a person's body language and facial expression to fully understand what they are trying to say. They are usually good at
reading maps and charts. When it comes to spelling, they often have to view the words to write them correctly. They're usually good at using their intuition. intuition. solve problems. They like watching videos, using flash cards, and highlighting information. They easily notice new things in a room or physical changes in a person. They tend to make lists to
remember information. They usually have strong artistic, mechanical, or technological talents. They are perfectionists and usually very organized. They can easily identify patterns in what they see. They usually prefer a quiet environment because they can easily get distracted by noises. Visual students have many strengths. They are meticulous and very
valuable planning and organization in their academic life. They are very aware of things like color, brightness, contrast and other visual elements. Taking advantage of these strengths can significantly boost their performance. Below are some study tips for visual students to help you get started: Instead of writing their work, allow students to represent their
learning in visual and creative ways. Creativity is the key for a visual-space student. Give them a personal whiteboard and dry wipe markers with lots of colors. This allows your child to easily attract ideas and concepts without losing paper or taking a lot of room. Try to use bright colors whenever possible because they help make a mark on your child's mind.
Consider watching documentaries instead of using manuals whenever possible. Create to-do lists with your child so they can relate back to it, helping them stay on track and visualize their progress. Incorporate a lot of conceptual maps into your studies. Draw the main idea and then allow your child to detail the categories and subcategories. Use large
amounts of visual aids in the learning process. Any auditory training must be accompanied by something the student can see with his eyes. Try encoding the colors. Assigning the colors of common themes in textbooks, would be the use of a yellow highlighting tool for vocabulary words, allows the student to associate color with the terms. Colors can help the
brain remember complex and abstract concepts. Consider creating/using PowerPoint presentations to skip topics or concepts you've studied. Make sure you're using visual cues in presentations. Try to provide a quiet learning space for the visual-space learner, as they tend to flourish in this type of environment. Help your child organize their notes as a
sketch. Simple indents and markers create a visual subdivision that can help your student see how big concepts are about certain aspects. Consider investing in stationery, stickers and other consumables on your child will enjoy to look at and use them. You can associate different stationery for each subject (or subject) so that they are visually distinct.
Whenever possible, replace words with symbols. This simple trick helps visual students associate symbols with concepts, accelerates writing, and creates that visual help they need. For example, # can replace the word number, ≠ can replace the word differently, ☮ can replace the word peace and so on. Away. engines can be an excellent tool for visual
students. You can search for words, places, and concepts in the pictures section instead of the usual search. Your student can study things like the water cycle, digestive system, human anatomy and more with all the visual representations of what he is studying. All of the visual learning techniques mentioned above will help increase your child's academic
performance. However, it is important to choose a curriculum that is based on the unique strengths of visual-space learners. A hard text curriculum may not be the ideal solution for your child. Time4Learning is an online homeschool program with lessons presented in a multimedia format that is highly interactive and engaging. Some of the reasons why
parents of visual students frequently choose Time4Learning as their primary homeschool curriculum include: visual demonstrations in the lessons to help in making information understandable to visual-space students. Even the highly auditory subject of phonetics is presented visually and is complemented by a holistic connection of literature. We offer fun,
educational games with bright colors that visual students love! For early readers, we offer the option read along for reading missions, where the words in the story are highlighted, allowing visual students to make the word-to-sound connection. We also offer visual writing tools, such as note-card creators, graphic organizers, and the ability to easily insert
images and links into their work. Most of our topics are also taught using videos, which can easily hire a visual student. Sign up for Time4Learning and get access to a variety of educational materials that will hire and challenge your child to succeed. Make Time4Learning part of the educational resource set to teach the unique visual-spatial student. Student.
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